Abstruct-Multipath transport provides higher usable bandwidth for a session, It has also been shown to provide load balancing and error resilience for end-to-end multimedia sessions. lbvo key issues in the use of multiple paths are (1) how to minimize the end-bend delay, which now includes the delay along the paths and the resequencing delay at the receiver, and (2) how to select paths. In this paper, we present an analytical framework for the optimal partitioning of realtime multimedia traffic that minimizes the total end-to-end delay. Specifically, we formulate optimal traffic partitioning as a constrained optimization problem using deterministic network calculus, and derive its closed form solution. Compared with previous work, aur scheme is simpler to implement and enforce. This analysis also greatly simplifies the soIution to the path selection problem as compared to previous efforts. Analytical results show that for 8 given flow and a set of paths, we can choose a minimal subset to achieve the minimum end-to-end delay with O ( K ) time, where N is the number of available paths. The selected path set is optimal in the sense that adding any rejected path to the set will only increase the end-to-end delay.
I. INTRODUCTION
The idea of using multiple paths for an end-to-end session, called multipparh dransporr throughout this paper, was first proposed in El]. Multipath transport has been applied in various settings, e.g., load balancing, achieving a higher aggregate capacity, and path redundancy for failure recovery [Z] . Recently, due to the availability of a variety of network access technologies, as well as the reduction in their costs, there has been an increasing interest in taking advantage of multi-homed hosts to get a larger throughput and higher reliability [3]- [6] . In addition, there has been substantial recent work on using multipath transport for realtime multimedia appIications 1714 131. For example, multipath transport has been combined with mulriple description coding (MDC) [7]-t121, and forward error correction (FEC) [I31 for video transport over the Internel or ad hoc networks. It has been shown that when combined with sourcelchannel coding and error control schemes, multipath transport can significantly improve the quality of the multimedia service, as compared with traditional shortest path routing based schemes. This has also inspired recent standardization efforts ' for multipatb transport protocols [14J, [15] .
The general architecture of multipath transport is illustrated in Fig. I . We assume an underlying midtipath rimling protocol that maintains multiple disjoind paths between the source and ion nodes. There is a rich literature on multipath routing (see, e g , [16]-[18] and the references therein). After multiple paths are found, typically source routing is used for packet forwardidg [Ill, [19] . On the sender side, the trufic allocator is responsible for partitioning application data, i.e., dispatching each data packets onto a specific path. The traffic partitioning strategy is affected by a number of factors, such as QoS requirements and rhe auto-correlation sructure of the application data flow, the number of available paths. and the path characteristics (e.g., bandwidth, delay, and loss behavior). Usually the path parameters can be inferred from local information [201 or from receiver feedback 1211. so that the traffic allocator can adjust its strategy to adapt to changes in the network. On the receiver side, received packets are put into a resequencing buger in order to restore their original order. Packets may be our-of-order due to variations in path delays, or non-First Come First Serve (FCFS) service discipline at an intermediate node.
In realtime multimedia applications, the resequencing buffer is also used to absorb jitter in arriving packets. Since the receiver displays the received media continuously, each packet is associated with a decoding deadline Dl, which is the time when it is extracted from the resequencing buffer to be decoded. In such applications, a packet will only stay in the resequencing buffer for at most D1 seconds. A packet may be lost be'cause of transmission errors, or dropped because it is overdue. Both types of packet losses are undesirable in terms of application QoS. A larger resequencing buffer can reduce the overdue packet ratio, but may result in a larger end-to-end delay, Consequently. a major concern of multipath transport is how to minimize the end-to-end delay, including delay on the paths as well as the additional resequencing delay at the receiver. The other key concern in using multipath transport is how to choose the set of paths to use. The routing overhead, computational complexity and delay may prohibit the use of a large number of paths. Consequently, it is desirable to use a minimum number of paths, while achieving the best QoS. In addition, the path selection algorithm should have low computation complexity, since network conditions may change quickly.
In this paper, we investigate the optimal traffic partitioning problem for realtime applications using network calculus in a deterministic setting. We also present an implementation to enforce the optimal partition using a number of cascaded leaky buckets, one for each palh. This algorithm is suitable for the cases where the paths are highly dynamic. The exacr optimal partition, rather than a heuristic, can be quickly computed and applied for a sequence of snapshots of the time-varying network. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. For ease of presentation, we start with a two-path system in Section 11, and then extend it to the case of multiple paths in Section 111.
In Section IVI we discuss implementation related issues. Section V presents numerical results. Related work is discussed in Section VI and Section VI1 concludes this paper.
OPTIMAL PARTITION WITH TWO PATHS
We will first consider a realtime multimedia session using two paths. The two-path optimal partitioning problem is formulated in Section 11-A. Making no assumption on the service discipline, we derive the corresponding optimal partition in Subsection 11-B, and then derive a tighter endto-end delay bound assuming First-Come-First-Serve (FCFS) service discipline in Subsection 11-C. The notation used in this paper is given in Table 1 .
A. Problem Forrnrrlalion
The corresponding two-path traffic partitioning model is shown in Fig. 2 
B. Optimal Partition with the Busv Period Boicnd
The parameters Of the pa*s may not be because of time-varying background traffic and congestion. Moreover, when a pa' broken, a rep1acement pa* may have a different CI; or f k . We assume that c, and fz, i = l , Z change the optimal partition for each snapshot of the network. and continuously update the optimal partition as network condiIn this subsection, we do not impose any restrictions on the packet scheduling discipline. Consider a work conserving queue with capacity c. Its input conforms to an envelope process A(t). If the queue is stable, then the queueing delay is upper bounded by the P31, P I : on a relatively large timescale. Therefore, we can compute busy perjod of the system tions change over time. Note that c, is similar to the notion of "available bandwidth," which captures the variation of background traffic (and network congestion) over a relatively large timescale.
At the receiver side, the two substreams are reassembled i n a resequencing buffer. Then the restored stream is extracted from the buffer and sent to the application for decoding. Note that the server of the resequencing buffer is not work conserving. It polls the queue at a fixed rate (e.g., frame rate) for the packets belonging to the next frame. If packets are found in the buffer, they are served at a rate of Ed = fraine-rate x frame-size; otherwise, Ed = 0. The total end-to-end delay D I is jointly determined by the traffic partitioning strategy and the path parameters. Our objective is to derive the optimal partition, i.e., the optimal values {a;}i=1,2 and {p,"]i=1,2 such that the overall end to end delay is minimized.
We should note that the analysis is based on a deterministic approach. The bounds derived in the following sections are for the worst case, which occurs with a relatively low probability.
However, such "hard" QoS guarantee is necessary for many distributed computing or realtime multimedia applications
(4)
Substituting (1) into (4), we have:
Consider two back-to-back, tagged bits, bl and 62, belonging to the same multimedia frame. If bl is transmitted on path 1 and b2 on path 2 at time t, then bl will arrive at the resequencing buffer during the time interval ( t , t +Dl], and bz will arrive at the resequencing buffer during the time interval (t, t i D3], as illustrated in Fig 4. When both bits arrive (as well as all other bits in the same frame). they can be extracted from the buffer for decoding and display. Thus, Dl = inax(D1, Dz} upper bounds the end-to-end delay.
Facf I : End-to-end delay, D I , including queueing delay at the bottleneck. fixed delay, and resequencing delay, is bounded by Minimize:
subject to: propose an alternative approach which explores the special structure of the delay bound Di. Our approach has the advantage of producing a simple solution without such complexity as that associated with the Beckmann Transformation [31] . The solution to OFT1 is summarized in the following theorem. The proof OF Theorem 1 can be found in [32] . Without loss of generality, we will assume that f l 5 f2.
Theorern 1: Using the busy period bound (5), the optimal irafic parrition and the corresponding minimum end-to-end delay me:
min{ f l , f?}, and the optimal partision is (10) {4 : u3f 1 = {g: 0)
, then 0; = max(f1, jz}, and
the optimal partition is
and the optifnu1 parlirion is (12) {Cq,a2
e c r p -cq < p ; < c1 P; = p -P1. Note that when the paths have different fixed delays, the optimal partitioning strategy is to assign all the burst to the path with a smaller fixed delay, and assigning a rate that saturates the path with the larger fixed delay. When the two paths have the same fixed delay, the two paths behaves like a single path with the combined capacity: the achieved minimum delay is identical to that obtained from a single path session with the same { o : p ) flow, fixed delay f t and service rate c = q+q. Another interesting observation is that any feasible { p ; , p ; ) can achieve the minimum delay when f l = fi.
C. Optimal Partition with FCFS Qireries
Theorem 1 is obtained using the system busy period bound (4) from [24] . Since all traffic will be cleared after a busy period, the queueing delay is upper bounded by the system busy period no matter what service discipline is used. If the service discipline is FCFS, the queueing deIay can be further improved as in [33] : 2 = sup {inf{T 2 0 : Act) 5 c(t + 7 ) ) ) . (13) t>O Fig. 5 illustrates the envelope process and the cumulative service of the queueing system. If the service discipline is FCFS, the delay of a traffic unit arriving at time t is bounded by T such b a t Act.) = c(t f T ) (e.g.. segment E E in Fig. 5 ).
Substituting (1) into (13). we have:
and the end-to-end delay of path i is b i = a i / c i f f i , i = 1: 2. This bound is tighter than the system busy period bound (5).
In addition, it is only a function of the burst factor (7: i.e., the rate factor p has no impact on the queueing delay. This fact can be exploited to simplify the analysis and to improve the minimum delay given in Theorem 1.
Consider the same two-path model in Fig. 2 . From (5) and (141, we can formulate the following constrained optimization 
Minimize:
= max{D1, h} (13 suliject to:
The solution to OFT2 is summarized in the following Theorem 2: Assuming FCFS queues, the optimal trufic theorem. A proof is given in [32] .
partitiun and the trzinimum end-to-end delay, 2 are:
and tlie optimal partition is: 
Any feasible partition of p can be irsed to achieve the above minimum end-to-end delav.
Clearly. the partition strategy is different from Theorem 1 due to different deIay bounds. However, when the paths have equal fixed delays, the achieved minimum delay is still identical to that obtained from a single path session with the same {~, p } source, a fixed delay f, and a bandwidth
It would be interesting to compare the delay bounds from theorems 1 and 2. As illustrated in Fig. 6 , we can divide the parameter space into three regions 11, 12. Theorem 2-(iii).
The N-path traffic partitioning model is depicted in Fig. 7, with parameters { c i , fi}, i = 1,. . . , N , and f l < f2 < . ' < fN. From (6) and (14), we can formulate the following linearly constrained optimization problem for the N-path session with FCFS queues (denoted as F ( l V , o ) ) . This theorem cxi be proved by extending the proof for Theorem 2 (given in 1321) to the N > 2 case.
However, we can use an intuitive "water-filling" model to solve P( N , a) directly (which also applies to OF'TZ). In This corresponds to Case I of Theorem 3.
On the other hand, if a > oc, U units of h i d cannot be accommodated by the buckets in Fig. 8(a) . In this case, let each bucket have an infinite depth, such that an arbitrarily large U can be held in these buckets as shown in Fig. 8(b) . However, in order to minimize the highest level, U units of fluid should be distributed to the N buckets in such a manner that all the buckets have the same fluid level. If Consequently, we obtain a ( N -1)-path roblem with a burst U , i.e., F ( N -1 ,~) .
Define uth -CiZl c, . ( f r y -1 -fi).
We can model the two cases of P ( N -l , a ) using the same "water-filling" model as illustrated in Fig. 9(a) and Fig. 9(b) .
Repeat the above steps recursively, until a Case !d-type solution is obtained. If the number of paths is reduced to 2, the twopath results in Section II-C can be applied. Thus and the optimal partition for all of the paths can be determined. H Note that according to (9), the minimum delay must occur either at a boundary of the search space, or at one of the vertices. Indeed. each delay term in (20)
is a plane in the N dimensional search space. In Case I of Theorem 3. we remove a plane which always dominates all other planes, since using such a plane will only increase the objective function. In Case II of Theorem 3, the minimum occurs at a boundary where all the planes intersect at a single point. The minimum end-to-end delay is jointly determined by the burst assignments and rate assignments. We fist define the following quantities: 
IV. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS
In this section, we discuss some important practical considerations and present an implementation to enforce the optimal partition for an end-to-end application. This impIementation uses a set of leaky buckets, which are available in most commercial routers [34] .
A. Optimal Padl Selecrion
In many routing protocols, a path may be associated with more than one performance metric (e.g., each path has a fixed delay and a capacity, as in the case we have studied). When multiple paths are used, it would be nice to sort the paths according to their "quality" and use them starting with the best ones. However. we may get inconsistent orderings if we sort the paths according to different performance metrics. For example, a path may have a higher bandwidth but a higher delay, while another path may have a smaller bandwidth but a lower delay. Such inconsistency makes it very difficult to decide which paths to use. A brute force approach can examine every feasible combination of paths but at the cost of higher computational complexity. Some heuristics give preference to one performance metric over the other, and use the secondary performance metric to break the tie if necessary [ZO] . Although such heuristics work well in some cases. it is not cIear if they work in all the cases since there is no supporting analysis. Corollary 3.1 shows that we can sort the paths consistently according to end-to-end delay, which then determines the minimum set of paths to be used. The computational Complexity is U ( N ) . The path selection is optimal, since adding any rejected path to this chosen set will only increase the end-to-end delay.
E. Enforcing the Optirnul Partition
After the optimal partition parameters, i.e., { n : , p : } , i = I,?, . . . , N , are computed, the next question is how to enforce them on the traffic flows. In the following, we show that the optimal partition can be enforced by using a set of leaky bucket regulators, one on each path. For a point-to-point application (see Fig. l ), the sender is responsible for partitioning Lhe traffic flow. The leaky buckets and the module that computes the optimal partition should be implemented at the sender side, as illustrated in Fig. 11 . Multiple leaky buckets are cascaded in a chain, while a source flow is fed into the first leaky bucket having parameters {cr;, p ; } . When a flow is regulated by a leaky bucket, usually the conformiflg traffic is transmitted, while the nonconforming traffic (Le., the portion that exceeds h e constraint of the envelope process) is either marked or dropped. In our implementation, we simply redirect the nonconforming traffic to the next leaky bucket, rather than dropping it. The conforming traffic flow from leaky bucket i, having parameters (of: p ; } , is then transmitted on path i. If h =max{m, k} < N, then the kth leaky bucket produces no nonconforming traffic. Consequently, the remaining (h-tl)th. ( h t 2 ) t h . ' . .. and Nth leaky bucket will not be used.
One important point to note is that since ELl ui = 6 and Ci=lpi = p, there are always tokens for incoming traffic.
Consequently, the above deterministic partitioning scheme does not introduce additional loss or delay to the application data.
A'

C. Parli Parameler Estimation
This scheme works best when some QoS support is available in the network. For example, if the resource reservation protocol (RSVP) 1351 is supported, a source can reserve the requued bandwidth along each path, and a router or a switch can use the Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS) scheduling to guarantee the reserved bandwidth [36j. If such QoS provisioning mechanisms are not available, the receiver could for a snapshot of the network and send the estimates back to the source, if the path conditions varies at a relativeIy large timescale.
Estimating path parameters based on end-to-end measurements has been an active research area for years. There exist many effective techniques that can be applied to estimate the path parameters used in our approach [37]-[41] . For example, the bprobe and cprobe schemes in [37], the Self-Loading Periodic Streams (SLOPS) scheme in [38] . or the recent work CapProbe [391 can be used to estimate the end-to-end available bandwidth (or bottleneck bandwidth) of a path. If the source and the receiver are synchronized, the minimum one-way packet delay measured in the last time window would be a good approximation of the fixed dclay f, on that path.
Otherwise, the approach presented in [40] can be used to estimate one-way delays from cyclic-path delay measurements that does not require any kind of synchronization among the nodes of the network.
After estimating the path parameters, the Realtime Transport estimate the path parameters, i.e.. Q and ft. i = 1,2. Therefore, if congestion occurs at a relative large timescale, the proposed traffic partitioning scheme can adapt to congestion as well, and the leaky bucket parameters can be updated using a TCP-like algorithm.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present some numerical results to substantiate the analysis in the previous sections. In al1 the figures shown in this section, we vary D and p and then derive the optimal partition and the minimum delay for each {a, p } pair.
Consider a two path session with fl = 1, f i = 3: cl = 3, and cp = 1. The minimum end-to-end delays for various 0 and p are plotted in Fig. 12 : as computed using Theorem 1. We observe that the minimum delay has two regions. If LT < (cp) a(f2 -fl), the minimum delay is a plane such that D; f2; otherwise, the delay is a plane such that D2: = a/( c -p ) + fl + These two planes intersect on the line IT = ( e -p ) . {f? -f l ) . In Fig. 13 , we plot the minimum end-to-end delay derived from Theorem 2 for the same range of v and p. With the tighter delay bound (14), the rate factor has no impact on the delay. Therefore, for a given 0, d,*. is constant for any p. As in Fig. 12 , the minimum delay consists of two planes. When Fig. 15 . The minimum delays are step functions along the direction of increasing p, while the height of the steps are f2, f3, f d , and f5, respectively.
That is, the minimum end-to-end delay increases when a new path with a larger fixed delay is added to the selected path set, in order to accommodate the larger rate factor p. Along the direction of increasing cr, however, the minimum end-to-end delay increases in a piece-wise linear manner. That is, in each interval dih < 0 1. a : : ' , Q is a linearly increasing function of g, while the slope of 6; decreases as i gets larger. The optimal burst assignments for path 1 is plotted in Fig. 16 . We find that the burst assignments are piecewise linear and concave. The optimal rate assignments for path 1, p ; , is plotted Tne minimum end-bend delays for a twppath system having The mimmum end-mend delays for a two-path system having in Fig, 17 , which has a saw-tooth form as p increases. This is because p; first increases linearly with p, but decreases when there is a new path with a higher index being used.
In the 5-path system we just examined, a path having a lower fixed delay always has a lower capacity. This makes the path selection more difficult, since if we sort the paths according to their fixed delays, we will get a different order than that if we sort the paths according to their capacities. With Corollary 3.1, however, path selection is based on end-to-end delay only and is extremely simple because we only use the first max{na, I;} paths. Fig. 18 plots the highest index of the paths in use (i.e., max{m, A:}) when the fixed delays and the capacities are in the same order. For comparison purposes, we plot in Fig. 19 the highest index of the chosen paths for the case when the fixed delays and the capacities are in reversed order, i.e., f = {1,2,3,4,5} and c = {3:2.5,2,1.5,1}. Clearly, the order of the path parameters do not pose any difference or difficulty in the path selection using the proposed scheme.
VI. RELATED WORK
Since the early work in 111, traffic dispersion has been studied for different network service models. A survey on traffic dispersion was presented in [2]. In [421, the authors showed that for data traffic, a packet level dispersion granularity gives a better performance in terms of delay and network resource utilization than a flow level granularity. In recent works I431-[45] , the authors showed that data partitioning techniques, such as striping and thinning, can effectively reduce the short-term correlations in realtime traffic and thus improve the queueing performance in the underlying network. [20] . The proposed path selection heuristics give near optimal performance in terms of throughput for elastic data. In [25], a two palh resequencing model was presented where each path was assumed to be the combination of an MM/I 'queue and a fixed delay h e . The authors showed that the optimal splitting probability may be highly dependent on the difference between the two fixed delays. However, the W 1 queueing model may not be suitable for realtime multimedia traffic, which usually has a more complex auto-correlation structure than the Poisson model. The highest index of the paths used for a 5-path system having path i was assigned with a weight wi such that zxui = 1.
An opportunistic scheduling-based scheduler was proposed to send packets to the multiple paths while keeping the fraction of bytes transmitted on each path i at U,. The authors showed that the large-time-scale traffic correlation could be exploited by opportunistic scheduling to reduce the queueing delays on the paths. However. fixed delays, which may have significant impact on traffic partitioning [25], were not considered in this work. Moreover, it is not clear how to set or derive {ut} for a data flow and a set of paths.
Multipath transport was extended to the manv-to-one type of applications in [46] . An analytical model of parallel data downloading from multiple servers was presented to minimize the resequencing buffer size and total download time. Although this work has similar objectives as our paper, the analysis was for elastic data transport and is not applicable to realtime applications, where packets are consumed at a certain rate at the receiver end.
In [271, Alasti el al. investigated the effect of probabilistic traffic partitioning on multiple description (MD) and single description video, using MIMI1 and MIDI1 queues to model the paths. It was shown that different splitting probabilities result in different distortion in the received video. Although the results provided some useful insights, the assumptions made in [27] limit its applicability. Furthermore, propagation delay, which could be the dominant part of end-to-end delay in high speed networks, is not considered.
VII. SUMMARY
In this paper, we examined two important issues on the use of multipath transport, namely, minimizing the end-toend delay and path selection. We presented a simple model to analyze the optimal traffic partitioning problem for a given set of paths, We formulated a constrained optimization problem to minimize the end-to-end delay using deterministic analysis and derived a closed-form solution. We showed that by optimal traffic partitioning, we can use a minimum set of paths while achieving the minimum delay in O ( N ) time. The selected path se1 is optimal in the sense that adding any rejected path to this set will only increase the end-to-end delay. We also discussed the important implications of this work in practice, and provided a practical implementation to enforce the optimal partition on each path. Our analysis provides a simple, yet powerful solution to the path selection problem in multipath transport design. To further increase network utilization, we are currently working on the optimal traffic partitioning problem using stochastic network calculus.
